; Ham Radio Deluxe Software, Release Notes
; by Mike Carper, WA9PIE
---------------------------------------------------------------------v5.20.0.9 (released 13-APR-2012)
− Fixed bug; IE browser crashes in logbook
− Fixed bug; CQ/ITQ Zone
− Fixed bug; Logbook Filter
− Fixed bug; Batch mode import
− Fixed bug; Backup and Restore, broken because of a change in Windows
support
− Fixed bug; XML Load Errors
− Added Feature: Beta Contest Mode (6.0 preview)
− Added Feature: Cabrillo Exports
− Added Feature: Rig support for Eagle Added
− Added Feature: Excel XML export
− General; Commonized the folder name for all apps.
− General; We fixed a lot of non-terminated strings
− General; Ported code to Microsoft Vistual Studio 2010 (this is a major
code migration)
− General; Converted everything except HRD.exe and HRDSync.exe to
UNICODE
Known issues:
− Mapper seems to have a problem zooming in - the maps aren't loading
properly.
− The Dem-o-matic Radios that you found.
− The clock still says GMT, we need to rename that to UTC.
v5.11 (27-FEB-2012)
− Fixed bug; Selecting a new Callsign or Country must update the
Location fields
− Fixed bug; Having stopped tracking of freq, band & mode it is not
persistent when the ALE window is closed and re---opened
− Fixed bug; Clicking on a DX spot enters the stations details OK but
does not enter the frequency and band into the ALE window
− Fixed bug; Kenwood TS2000 menu #28a shows a setting of 2 when in
reality the setting is OFF. When the setting is changed and redownloaded the menus, menu displays a red X and also the setting
displays "unknown (2) 2.
− Fixed bug; Added missing Tune button for TS2000
− Fixed bug; Winkeyer window becomes inaccessable if auto connect is
used
− Fixed bug; Extra lne feed problem in RTTY mode

v5.10 (09-FEB-2012; first release by HRD Software, LLC)
− Fixed bug; QSL sent/received Date not honoring UTC setting
− Fixed bug; It appears that the CQ zone is coming from the countries
file and not from QRZ
− Fixed bug; When 'First name' is selected only the first name is being
displayed in the QSO which is correct but the entry to the logbook
should be 'Full name' not just the first name as it is now.
− Added Feature; (sh/mydx/100) When you connect HRD5 to a cluster you
are able to set how many spots you want to see. i.e. sh/dx/100. Change
this to sh/mydx/100 will fix the problem of spots bypassing the user's
filter. "mydx" means use my filter
− Added Feature; Set mode (in addition to frequency) when selecting a
spot; may need user-defined band plan table
− Added Feature; Support for Icom IC-7600
− Added Feature; Support for Icom IC-7410
− Added Feature; Sync with ROC
− Added Feature; QRZ subscribe button
− General; Performance tuning
− General; Change the Verified (Accepted) to Verified (Match)
− General; Confirm Delete QSOs should display number of QSOs to be
deleted
− General; In the toolbar Logbook dropdown the 'selections' title need
to be changed to 'Edit selections' or similar
− General; Add vertical scrollbar to My Station and other tabs on an 'as
needed' basis
− General; When the size of the ALE window is smaller than that capable
of displaying the entire array of fields comprising the My Station
Tab, a vertical scroll thumb should appear at the right vertical edge
of the tabbed portion of the dialog

